GB3 and Ubiquitin, when bound to AuNPs. We find no significant changes in slow HDX rates (5-300 min), suggesting that AuNP-induced structural changes are small for these two proteins. Together, these results support a model where most of a protein's native contacts are preserved upon adsorption, although larger changes may occur over long timescales.
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Structure and Dynamics of the EIIC Sugar Uptake System Zhenning Ren, Ming Zhou. Biochemistry and Molecular Biology, Baylor College of Medicine, Houston, TX, USA. The phosphoenolpyruvate-dependent carbohydrate phosphotransferase system (PTS) is a sugar uptake system unique to bacteria. It is a multicomponent system consisting of several cytosolic proteins and a dimeric transmembrane protein (EIIC in most PTS systems), which transports extracellular sugar across the membrane. Although EIIC is a uniporter, it is able to drive concentrative transport of its ligand because the sugar is phosphorylated by a cytosolic protein, EIIB, while still bound to the transporter. Phosphorylation prevents the sugar from escaping the cell and primes it for consumption by the cell. Little is known regarding the mechanism of sugar translocation and phosphorylation. Currently, the only available crystal structure of an EIIC is that of the N,N 0 -diacetylchitobiose transporter, bcChbC (1). We have proposed a mechanism for sugar translocation and phosphorylation, and we will report our progress in characterizing the mechanism. The University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA, USA, 2 Children's Hospital of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA, USA. Many cellular processes are impacted by signaling through receptor and nonreceptor kinase proteins. These include such diverse cellular actions as proliferation, differentiation, and motility, as well as tissue level phenomena such as angiogenesis and development. This important role in the cell is reflected also in the relative overrepresentation of kinases among known cancer mutations to proteins. In order to better understand the functional effects of these mutations, we have developed computational methods that seek to predict the effect of point mutations on kinase activation. By predicting whether a given mutation causes a kinase to be more active, we can gain insight into the overall impact of the mutation on cell phenotype and give insight to clinicians on patient cohorting for efficacious treatment with targeted kinase inhibitors. We have developed two separate but complementary methods to predict kinase activation status. The first uses molecular dynamics (MD) simulations and scoring criteria to predict if a mutation preferentially stabilizes the protein's active state. As a complimentary approach to MD, we have developed machine learning techniques that utilize the method known as support vector machines to predict whether mutations in a large number of kinases (>450) are activating. This method has proven to be almost as effective at predicting activation mutations as the mechanistic picture gained from MD simulations. We think these methods are both broadly applicable and have the potential to greatly impact both our understanding of mechanisms of kinase activation as well as to guide best practices in the clinical setting of targeted therapy in cancer treatment. 5 Howard Hughes Medical Institute, Waltham, MA, USA. The interconversion between the inactive and active state is the heart of signaling. This process has traditionally been described by the two corresponding structures, sometimes complemented with kinetic data. However the question of how these folded states interconvert is largely unknown due to the inability to experimentally observe the transition pathways. Here we present a recent investigation of the full free energy landscape of the receiver domain of the response regulator NtrC (NtrC ) by combining several computational methods including the string method, Markov state models of massive unbiased MD simulations, and long MD simulations on ANTON, with new NMR structural data. The results unveil several unexpected features underlying efficient signaling: The active and inactive states have to be considered purely in kinetic terms. The functional need of attaining a stable and well-defined conformer, crucial to the active form of the protein, is absent in the inactive state. The inactive state comprises a structurally heterogeneous collection of sub-states that interconvert on timescales shorter than the transition to the active state. The transitions between the two functional states occur through multiple pathways characterized by transition states with dramatically different structural features. In addition to this entropic lowering of the transition barrier, a number of polar side-chains engage in unspecific transient interactions during the barrier crossing and thus make the activation mechanism flexible, efficient and robust. These novel findings challenge the structural paradigm of signaling and may represent general features for functional conformational transitions within the folded state. Trehalose has been used in food, cosmetic, and biotechnological industries due to its exceptional stability. Trehalose synthase (TS) catalyzes a simple conversion of inexpensive maltose into trehalose and hence has a great potential. TS consists of a catalytic (b/a)8 barrel, a subdomain B, a C-terminal b domain and two TS-unique subdomains (S7 and S8). The apo TS structures from Mycobacterium smegmatis and M. tuberculosis showed an unusual inactive conformation, in which the S7 loop blocks the substrate-binding pocket. Here we report structural and mutational studies of TS from Deinococcus radioduran (DrTS). The complex structures of DrTS with the inhibitor Tris share high homology with the substrate-bound sucrose hydrolase, amylosucrase, and sucrose isomerase, particularly virtually identical active-site architectures. A maltose was modelled into the active site and subsequent mutational analysis suggested that Tyr213, Glu320, and Glu324 are essential for the TS activity. In addition, the interaction networks between subdomains B and S7 seal the active-site entrance. Disruption of such networks through replacement of Arg148 and Asn253 with alanine resulted in a decreased isomerase activity but an increased hydrolase activity. The R148A and N253A structures showed a small pore created for water entry. Unexpectedly, the apo N253F mutant with~80% of hydrolase activity but no detectable isomerase activity showed a strikingly different conformation, in which the Bb1-Bb2 loop in subdomain B is disordered, and the subdomain B rotates away to create an open active site. Interestingly, this mutant displays a high structural similarity to the apo sucrose hydrolase. Therefore, our DrTS-N253F structure may represent an open conformation for the apo TS, while the DrTSTris may represent a substrate-induced closed conformation that will facilitate intramolecular isomerization and minimize disaccharide hydrolysis.
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Biophysical Characterization of Naturally Occurring Titin-M10 Mutations Nathan T. Wright, Michael W. Rudloff. Chemistry and Biochemistry, James Madison University, Harrisonburg, VA, USA. The extreme C-terminus of titin (termed the M10 domain) binds to the N-terminus of obscurin in the M-band of skeletal muscle cells. Multiple M10 mutations are linked to limb-girdle muscular dystrophy type 2J (LGMD2J) and tibial muscular dystrophy (TMD) in humans. The high-resolution structure of M10 has been solved, along with M10 bound to an obscurin-like target. However the effect of the M10 mutations on protein structure and binding has not been thoroughly characterized. Here we express all four of the naturally occurring human M10 missense mutants and biophysically catalogue them. Three of the four mutations are severely misfolded, and are binding incompetent. One mutation, I57N (also called the Belgian mutation), shows no significant structural, dynamic, or binding differences from the wild-type domain. We suggest that this mutation is not directly responsible for muscle wasting disease, but is instead merely a silent mutation found in symptomatic patients. Metalloproteins form a major class of enzymes in the living system and are involved in critical biological functions such as catalysis, redox reactions and as ''switches'' in signal transductions. Iron dependent repressor (IdeR) is a metal-sensing transcription factor that regulates free iron concentration in Mycobacterium tuberculosis. IdeR is also known to promote bacterial virulence, making it an important protein for therapeutics. In this study, we have employed molecular dynamic simulations on different binding states of IdeR in the presence and absence of iron to study its influence on protein function. Structures were investigated using hydrogen bonds and protein structure networks and displayed significant variation between the metallated and the non-metallated systems. Briefly, we could establish the role of iron in stabilizing the monomeric unit of IdeR which in turn promotes protein dimerization. Two major monomer conformations, ''open'' and ''closed'' were identified and their geometrical parameters were also quantified. Perhaps, the most striking results are obtained from the simulations of the IdeR-DNA complex in the absence of metals, where the protein subunits are seen to dissociate away from the DNA quite rapidly. Such drastic changes in the IdeR-DNA interactions not only provide molecular insights about the role of iron, but also about the mechanism of DNA binding and unbinding. Based on the ensemble structure analysis, we suggest the role of iron as a possible allosteric effector that enhances the IdeR-DNA interactions. Our simulation results enable us to understand the sequence of events that govern IdeR-DNA binding in the presence of iron. sation in the native state ensemble. Moreover, the shifts in rigidity and flexibility follow the Le Châtelier's principle, meaning increased rigidity is offset by increased flexibility elsewhere. Extending this work further, the thermodynamic and mechanical response is calculated for localized mechanical perturbations that reduce conformational entropy along the protein backbone. At each mechanical perturbation site all other residues that have significant changes in flexibility are identified. Some perturbation sites yield no statistically significant response, and others yield a response that is spatially localized near the perturbation site. A relatively small fraction of perturbations generate strong distal responses, indicating they are putative allosteric sites. Importantly, the allosteric pathways that carry the distal changes in flexibility or rigidity are linked to fluctuations in the HBN, which also depend on the redistributions of rigidity and flexibility that occur upon mutation. Mutations induce a population shift that changes the most probable constraint networks in the equilibrium ensemble, and alter the mechanical signaling pathway through the modification of the HBN. Interestingly, a reciprocal relation is observed among conjugate response and perturbation sites, such that they can be interchanged in their role. A comparative analysis on response maps due to perturbation is made across all six mutant structures, which provide important insight into how sensitive allosteric mechanisms are within antibody fragments. Relevance of mode coupling to energy/information transfer during protein function, particularly in the context of allosteric interactions is widely accepted. However, existing evidence in favor of this hypothesis comes essentially from model systems. We here report a novel formal analysis of the near-native protein dynamics which allows us to explore the impact of the interaction between (possibly non-Gaussian) vibrational modes on fluctutational dynamics. We show that, an information-theoretic measure based on mode coupling alone yields a ranking of residues with a statistically significant bias favoring the functionally critical locations identified by experiments.
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